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of the Jim Smith VK0 dxpedition to be held at 64DY0 on Sunday 6th November around 3pm. Max number 20 - ayes
Maps of routes to G4DY0
or noes to Henry, G3GID ASAP. The video is of general interest and not slanted towards ham radio.
available on request and a simple buffet - cups of tea - a few beers, etc, will be provided. Sri, no YLs - space for such a
presentation is limited to those with a direct interest as we want as many amateurs to see it as possible. Remember, cost is £2
per head - all of which will go to Jim Smith.

VIDEO PRESENTATION

FROM THE Di BULLETINS:
will commence operation from Shanghai on Oct.12th. To celebrate 10th Anniv. of twinning of Shanghai and Yokohama, five JAs
will be guest operators for 5 days of SSB and CW 10-40m. BY4AAs chief op, Mr. Jyo, will make an initial contact with BY1PK
followed by Mayor of Yokohama, Mr. Saigou (a licenced amateur) with a contact with his city. After this BY4AA will be GRV and
JHIICT (The Yokohama City Ham Club) hopes to be able to operate until Oct 15. The operating schedule is not known at this time
DSLs for contacts by these JA ops will probably be handled
but there is some indication that most of the operation will be SSB.
Oct
5
and has permission to operate (phone?) from several Chinese
Marcel, F2SA, will be in China for 7 weeks from
by JHIEDB.
cities. In the light of yesterday's statements on 20m by VE7BC will all this nw happen???

BY4AA

Should commence at 1900z on 11 Oct. with a WCY-greeting from the President of Columbia. Scheduled to finish 1700z on 16
Oct. OSL HK3DDD. Bps : HKis AMW, DBO, QQ, HK2Y0, HK3s BAE, BAY, BED, HO, DDD, DES, DEL, DOM, TF, HK4s BHC, DKR, DUM, EBY, HK5s
ASF, LA, WOW. During the previous op in 1977 many were disappointed by the poor signals caused by operation from the wrong side
of a rock. Hopefully this time the Columbian Navy will assist with helicopters to place a station atop a 1Li5 ft peak. it couio
be some years before it is active again so DON'T MISS IT

MALPELD

VR6 and VON

Feature in October National Geographic Magazine.

VU2TN has applied for a licence to operate Dec or Jan

ANDAMAN

N4XX predicts that 10m will respond to a fairly active sun and cold ionosphere beginning next month. C21 has been heard
10M
weakly in EU around mid-morning via short path.
New DTH: Bob Furzer, 10-01 Naga Ct., 355 Bukit Timah, Singapaore 1025. His antennas are nw at 175' and he is vy QRV around
14200 at 1700 & will immediately DSY to 40m on request.

9VIVP

H21AB

has worked 56 countries on 160m. They try to be DRV on 1827khz at 0200z on Thurs and Fri.

A6XJA nw DRT and back in PA. His cards shud be OK for DEC as shud those from A6XTH, Theo, who is sometimes on 21180 at
A6XJC, who is gud for DEC, is ORV for another 6 months. Only permanent residents may obtain
1030z but does rot like pile-ups.
licences and visitors to the country must be "invited".

UAE, A6

Stud be ORV from 5th Nov by ADIS and 5 other ops all bands ssb/cw. Three stations will be active 24 hrs a day.
antennas will be used but probably no linears. There is some talk of applying for separate country status for Jarvis Is.

JARVIS IS

Beam

DF3LK will be active as DPOAA from beginning of Dec until February from Atka Bay (70379 0822W). All bands
ssb/cw/rtty. (Check CW 14010-025 and ssb 14200-220 I800-1900z). Antennas are log periodic with 7.5db gain, 3 el for 10/15/20, 3
el for 40, dipoles for 80 and 160 and 430m long wire pointing north.

ANTARCTICA

PRIBILOV IS

Don Search sez DUI: status being reviewed by DXAC. ALL DSLs to KL7GNP J. Bierman, 4304 Garfield, Anchorage, AK

99503. KL7EGE is resident there.

111

No official word yet but at least one member of ARRL staff is referring to the island location of 1SICK as
Doesn't sound too hopeful.No news abt possible
"Panata Cay, Palawan Province, in the Republic of the Philippines"
deletion.

"SPRATLY", ISICK

Despite rumours to the contrary, DJ6SI/T5 did have an official licence which says: 'Amateur Radio Licence in Somalia
(temporal licence) for use on international amateur frequencies for the period October 28-November 4, 1982". OH2JLJTS shud be ORV
now with a TH2 from NCD1F. ARRL will accept this op and the gear may be left in Somalia.

SOMALIA

DL5MBY, Uli, and DK30j, George, ORV Nov 17-Dec 1 on all bands 10-80m maybe 160 and 30 and in CNN cw.
700-862, D-8000 Munchen 70, West Germany, or via DARC to home calls.

807 MALDIVES
9X5SL

GSL Box

returns to Germany shortly.

HI3RST1KP4 told your editor last week that things are looking good for an operation during early January. The group
may be the first to use the KP5 prefix.

KP5 DESECHEO

After many difficult obstacles have been overcome, the 1984 8Xpedition to Clipperton island has been organised
and is now in the final stages. A formal announcement has been made by Stan, FOBIW, President of the radio club in Tahiti: "The
Clipperton Island DXpedition is planned for sometime during March or April, 1984. Final transportation arrangements are being
The group of operators now include FO8BI, F0880,
completed at this time and, once complete, the exact date will be announced.
FOSEM, F085, FOND, WB6GFJ, W6OAT, W6S2N, MPG and K1CC. More operators are still being contacted and will be announced as they

CLIPPERTON ISLAND

confirm their participation. The amateur radio licence and call sign have been issued and the call sign is to be FRU. This
will be the only call sign used during the DXpedition".
ETHIOPIA In a letter to Hpress recently Tensay, ET3PG, stated that he was "not able to come on the air for the last few years
months between Peter,
and no activity was expected". This rather contradicts an exchange of correspondence during the last six
K4YT was unable to get
G3XJS, and one of the other operators at ET3PG who claimed that he had recently worked G stations.
A reliable source states that HB9AAX/ET, otherwise ET3AAX, who may be heard
permission to operate during his recent visit.
around 14001 at 22302, does NOT have a licence.

WESTERN SAMOA

5W1D1, Joe, shud have his 40m antennas operational about now.

For those of you with Apple Computers a new program is available to enable you to carry out complex antenna
calculations. Analyse sippers, dipoles, verticals, inverted-veer and arrays; any orientation, position, phasing, weight or
combination with Annie Antenna Analysis Software. Include REAL GROUND )conductivity, dielectric constant). Superb hires
plotting. 1007 machine code. For Apple 2 (language card required) $49.95 + $2.00 postage.
SASE for full info: Sonnet Software, Dept. ORS, 4397 Luna Course, Liverpool, NY 13088.

ANNIE'S EASY

Contributions to the newsletter greatly appreciated by G4DY0.

Lets see if we can keep this show on the road

Tnx DINS, DXpress, GR2DX, DX Report, DX-NL, LIDXB
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Editor: CADY°

issue 1 - Ruth has told ME she will be sending me some SAEs!!

So far about 10

members have indicated interest in the newsletter so I will continue - at least until the existing SAEs are exhausted

VIDEO PRESENTATION

Henry has about 14 'ayes" so if you have not yet decided please do so soonest as there are other non CDXC
members anxious to fill empty slots. We hope to have a few well known calisigns present.
-

CONGRATULATIONS

to those who have worked HKOTO. The HK boys are doing an excellent job and very strong signals have been
10, 15, 20 and 40 phone and cw. The pile-ups are indicative of the rareity value but the few members needing that
precious contact should have their hopes fulfilled during the next few days. With this one in, the bag several CDXC members are
edging very close to Honor Roll and if the expected operations take place over the next few months at least three more CDXC
members will be eligible to join that exclusive club. (See note below).
DSL info: HK3DDD, Edilberto Rojas N, Apto.25827, BOGATA, Columbia.

heard on

FROM THE DX BULLETINS
XU CAMBODIA

just in case any of you have been locked away in a dark cave for the last couple of weeks, the XU1SS and XU1KC
operations have been accepted oy ARRL and cards maybe submitted tor DXCC credit. GSL via JA1HGG. Although the panic is now
over the following may be of interest. DRZDX recently received a copy of the XU1SS "RADIO STATION CERTIFICATE" for operation
from "Ampil KPNLF Village in Democratic Kampuchea". The licensee is "Hing Kunthon, Son Soubert" and the licence, which is
valid from 31 July, 1983 until 1 August, 1984, is signed by Son Bann, President of Coalition Government of Democratic
Kampuchea. 'Son Soubert" may be Son Sann's son!. KPNLF, under Son Sann, represents only that portion of Democratic Kampuchea
which lies along the border with Thailand. One wonders how ARRL can readily accept this and yet refuse the XZ/1Z operations??

IS SPRATLY

Again! Almost unbelievably, John, KE6PU/DU1, is talking about an operation from the islands in "3 or 4 months".
DUJJZ may accompany him. Don Search was heard to say recently that "the 1SICK cards are not yet being accepted for credit" and
that 'ARRL are waiting for additional information from Chito". Recent discussion and voting by the DXAC concerned DXCC status
of the Islands and NOT the validity of 1S1CK. The vote was in favour of retaining DXCC status but it was not unanimous and
ARRL HO is known to favour deletion.

ZA ALBANIA Rumours continue to fly about ZA but we all know that the proposed operation by DL7FT and DJ0Uj is off - for the
time being at least. However, OH2BH, Marti Laine reports that on 10 August an Albanian delegation - headed by their Sports
Federation Director - received a complete Amateur Station with all the associated documents to be taken to Albania. The
equipment, including a TS130S, will be placed in an educational institute in Tirana. Further training for Albanian operators
is scheduled. A recent poll indicated that Albania is the World's No.1 needed country.

KG4 GUANTANAMO BAY KG4CD is particularly DRV for EU on 80m cw from about 0300z around 3.507mhz. The KG4 net meets on Sundays
at 2000: on 21.420mhz to assist those chasing the worked all GTMO award (six KG4 confirmations required).

XF4AA and XF000 recently heard are certainly pirates. They gave W20Y as the GSL manager and he has been a SK for years.

Incidentally, WHY was well mown for his CD calls on 40m in the '60s...."No lids, no kids, no space cadets, Extra class
operators only....".

JARVIS ISLAND Operation by George Adkins, AD1S, & Co still looking good for early November. Jarvis Island is some 1200 miles
SSW of Hawaii but the fact that Jarvis is separated from Palmyra by part of Kiribati is not likely to convince the DXCC desk
that it should count separately. Best work it and then worry later.

PACIFIC

Hpedition by DUB and DK7XN is OFF. We all recall the excellent job they did last year from the Pacific including
an operation from Rotuma Island which they hoped would count for DXCC. Unfortunately it was not allowed.

FROFLO is reported to be working through a backlog of 'several thousand' OSL cards, This answers a few questions
IPI PELICAN ISLAND which is in Galveston Bay near Galveston, Texas counts for nothing (!) but will be activated 14-16 October
KL7IRT will be vy GRV on 40/80m during the CO WW phone contest.
A51 BHUTAN In a recent letter to DINS Pradhan, A51PN reported that the A51 stations are now ORT and it is not possible for
foreign amateurs to obtain licences. A similar statement was made by the Bhutan Government in a recent letter to Ian, G4LJF,
when he applied for a permit to operate.
HONOR ROLL A lot of CDIC members have this in mind and TDXB has suggested that as there is little actual reward for achieving
HR - apart from a small badge and mention in 051 - that something more substantial should be available for those reaching the
dizzy heights of 306 on the current list. ARRL has toyed with the idea of a special sticker but how about a full DXCC type
certificate attesting to one's HR status? Perhaps a few letters to Newington might stir things up?

GRAY LINE The following info is for those with an LF bent! The times are approximate sunset & sunrise times for London.
15 Oct. SR 0626z = SR in 5T, EL, TZ, 107.
= SS in UAO, JA, KH9, KX6, T30, FK, ZL2/3.
SS 1706z = SS in 71, 5U, 5N, TR.
= SR in KL7, 5W, KH1, ZL/K
22 Oct. SR 0638z = SR in 51, 6W, 9L,EL.
= 55 in UAO, JA, KC6E, FKB, ZL2/3
SS 1652z = SS in 3V, 5U, 5N, Ti, TN, Z53, Z51.
= SR in KL7, KH1, 131, KHB, A35.

Thanks to DINS, LIMB, QRZDX, DX-NL, TD1B
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•2th October, 1983

Editor

CADY°

THE LAST EDITION of the newsletter was sent to 16 members, each of whom has SAEs lodged with G4DYD, so interest is growing!
Remember, if any of you have info for publication please let me know. A list appears later of some of the more interesting DX
likely to be active during next weekend's carnage. If anyone knows of any planned operations for the CW section please let me
know so that a similar paragraph can be included in an edition nearer to the end of November.
MEMBERS NOTICES

WANTED

Nick, G3PEC, is looking to beg, borrow or steal an FT290 or similar rig. If you have something for disposal please
contact Nick direct.
BEEB COMPUTER Peter Barville, G3XJS, has limited access to a bulk order shortly to be placed with Acorn for BBC Model B
Computers. Anyone interested - or knowing of anyone interested - is urged to contact Peter POO for details of a generous
discount on normal prices.

THE REAPPEARANCE

of G4FXT and G4LJF is anticipated any time.
Both have been busy moving OTH and both are threatening to
erect huge dFteifild .z. Ian's new shack is well under way and he is active on 2m with a colinear at 20 feet. He takes delivery of
a 90 ft tower towards the end of the month. Nigel expects to appear on 2m & 4m shortly and is rumoured to be digging a large
hole fo , an underground Joystick

VIDEO PRESENTATION

The following have indicated that they will attend: GIG, MCS, VIE, KMA, DMR, O2F, SIR, XJS, KPE, RUR, COJ,
DOG, YMC, PEO, FIT. Laurie, KUHL, has been invited and hopes to come. Martin & Don, of DXNS, can't make it. Don't forget
the 2 green stamps to Henry.

THE DX

SCENE

ISLAND Thanks to Roger S3LDP, Stu H44SH - who will be one of the operators - has the callsigns of all Club members
needing it for a new one. Stu could not make any special skeds but will have those calls in mind when propo favours the UK.
Let's hope that all those needing it are successful.
Jack, B2DMR, is sweating on this one for Honor Roll. Operators include
ADIS, H44SH, WA2MOE and DJBNK.
DSL to AD1S
JARVIS

HKOTU There appears to be some confusion about the DSL address and whether HK3DDD's CBA is OK. Several operators gave the HK
buro as the route and HK3DDD himself gave the address several times. However, more concrete info should appear soon.
X1 BURMA 19th October around 1600z found DF8MP/X2 with a monster signal on 21157 in OSO with Werner and other DLs.
Apparently it has been suggested that he is not in X2 but his graphic description of life in Rangoon rather proves his
residence there. How can somebody consistently and blatantly put out a huge signal from the capital city of a country where
amateur radio is supposedly forbidden?
KERMADEC There are strong rumors circulating that Warwick, ZL3APH, who is serving a tour of duty on the Island is now ORV.
Further info would be gratefully received. Your editor has a few LL contacts looking into the matter

CYOSPI ST. PAUL

made 20,000+ OSOs of which 85% were outside N America. DSL to:
G. McLellan, 2316, Rothesay Road, E. Riverside, St. john NB E2H 2K5, CANADA.

PITCAIRN

A fascinating article on Pitcairn and Norfolk Islands appears in October National Geographic Magazine.

The

population of Pitcairn is dwindling and numbered 45 at the start of 1983. The loss of two or three of its able-bodied younger
can could scan the end of the community. Many islanders have moved to Norfolk Island, which was given to the Pitcairners by
Queen Victoria in 1856, but various attempts are being made to preserve the Islanders' way of life including package tours
from California. For $5000 one travels by air to Tahiti thence by boat to Pitcairn to spend two weeks living with the
islanders. The organiser hopes that this will inject such needed finance into the Island's economy and the visits by the tour
boats will provide much needed supplies on a regular basis. If such ventures fail VR6 could become uninhabited.

CANTON ISLAND T3ODD had to postpone the trip to Canton because of a trip to UK but he has mw returned to Tarawa.
The
Kiribati Govt is developing air services between the islands including Canton making future DXpeditions fairly straightforward
transport-wise. T3O0B and TNAT hope to go there in November taking a TH7DXX and linear and will also pay attention to the LF

bands.
CROZET FBE0 FON iFROGGL) and FBBWK(F6EAY, ex-FLBBH, 5i5AY and FD01) arrive 10th November.
TAIWAN Tim's /A EITH is KAOHSIUNG

now you know!

TRISTAN DA CUNHA ID9BX is now HT.
PACIFIC ZL1AXU plans to visit in the near future: 382, A35, 5W1, FW, T2 and YJB.
BENIN Luther, ex-515SL, goes to Benin next year. 5T52R is there now and hopes to be QRV soon.
QATAR

Ever wondered about Mikes's big signal??

He runs a TS930s into an FL21002 "buffer" into an Alpha 77SX into a

TH7DXY

BY CHINA Strongly rumoured that Tim was asked to close down on SSB by the BUR officials following jamming and foul language
on his TX frequency.

F2SA is said to have permission to operate BY1PK using only a vertical on 20m.

MAURITIUS 3B8 Jacky, 3B8CF is very @RV on 7005mhz at his sunrise.
BOUVET TDX8 rumours an operation for November

which year??

YEMEN 70

During a recent visit to J28A2, where he operated as J28ED, Karl K4YT was told by Pierre that 'nothing is happening
at the moment regarding a possible 70 operation".

SEYCHELLES S79 jF3LAP - a semi-resident owning a restaurant on the Island of Mahe - is now ORV as S79SM on all bands SSD and

ca

to POD 84, Mahe, Seychelles.

RAPA ISLAND F08 The recent operation by FOBJD and FOBB1 is unlikely to produce separate DEC status for the Island. In 1948

RV2/F02

was @RV from Raivavae Island in Tubuai - the same group as Rape - and that claim was dissallowed.

BANGLADESH 52 From a recent ARRL bulletin:
"The Bangladesh Wireless and Frequency Board has decided to reintroduce Amateur
Radio Service in Bangladesh. Initially licences will be limited to S2 nationals
and licences will be issued on a case by case basis. This word has been
officially communicated to the Bangladesh Amateur Radio League by the Wireless
Board. This is a breakthrough following 4 years of systematic persuasion by

TUVALU T2 Osaka University ARS - JA3YKC - will activate T2 from Oct. 26-31 using calls T2YKC, T2ADX, T2RAA, on 10-80m CW and
SSB. LF skeds available via Mr Hiroyuki, JE3MAS, Tel. 06-871-1285 (check dialling code from UK for Japan!)

RUMOUR

According to ORZDX, a "well-known DX personality' has mentioned the possibility of visiting Kingman Reef for 1 or 2
days in November.

CO WW SSB 29-30 OCT The following stations have indicated that they will be active next weekend - not neccessariiy as contest
entrants:

00 Belize by the N6 boys - also using V3CW, V3T, V3VQ, V3XR, V3EEB,
V3YL before and after the contest.
VK2WUILH by the Down Under DX gang. Vv ORV on BOm using 3695 as Tx freq.
00 jamaica by AA4V/N4ST
VP2VDH by N6CW 10mhz before and after.
HBOBOE by DJ9ZB
ZF2GL by N6RJ

FDOHTB by ADBJ
3D2ZM by K6ZM
Gj6UW by G32AY etc
W8BIIVE2 Zone 2 by six Ws. DSL via WeBI
J73DF by OM/XYL W4JVU and N4CRU

T2YKC by JA boys

GRAY LINE As usual, the times refer to SR and SS in London.
23th Oct. SR 0650z = SR in UAi(Fj), 5T, 6W, C5, VPS S. Georgia.
= SS in UAO Z 19, Sakhalin Island, JA, KH2, KC6E, H44, FKR, VK9N, 213.
SS 1638z = SS in TF, DX, 71, 5U, IL, 90, A2, ZS, Mawson Base (VKO).
= SR in VEB, VY1, KH6, KH5 Jarvis, ZK1 N & S.

SR and SS times for various DX locations during UK darkness:

SR:

ZL/K
11.112
FK8
DU
VK6
VS6
3B9

1700z
1730z
1840z
2115z
2130z
2200z
0130z

SS:

KL7
KH6
KH5
3D2
ZL/K
VK/LH
VE2

02302
0350z
04507
0600z
0520z
07002
2100z

WATCH FOR Believed active around now:
U0Y tZ23 1
TNBAJ

3D2ZM

V3 by W's

BY by YUops

VK2WU/LH
OH2JL/T5
4U39UN = 39 yrs of UN

33AAE/VP7

Truly blessed is the Der
Who can scan the bands as he munches.
For few are they who can arrange it thus:
Home for DX and lunches
Grateful thanks to DIMS, L1DXB, 0RZDX, DX-ML, DXPress, The DXers Magazine (W4BPD)

